4th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF MARITIME SAFETY, SECURITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

THURSDAY, MAY 30th: 09:30-10:30 VIP Opening Sessions

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-12:30 Session 1: “Marine Accidents”


12:30-13:30: Lunch Break

13:30-15:00 Session 2: “Investigation & Communicational Skills Related to Marine Accidents”

1. Theotokas I., Bissias I., Lekakou M.: “Exploring the Image of Shipping as Communicated by Selected Media in Cases of Emergency and Crisis”

15:00-15:30 Coffee Break
15:30-16:00 Session 3: “Recent Developments in Ship Recycling”

16:00-16:30 Closing Sessions

18:00 Welcome Cocktail

FRIDAY, MAY 31st:
09:00-10:45 Session 4 “Tools for Improving Marine Safety & Environmental Protection”
2. Plomaritou E., Konsta K.: “Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), Shipping Marketing and Safety Orientation: The Case of Greek Tanker Shipping Companies”
3. Chlomoudis C., Kostagiolas P.: “Integrating Information Services for Managing Regulations in International Maritime Transportation”
4. Turan E., Ust Y.: “EEDI Assessment of Recently Built Tankers in Turkey”

10:45-11:15 Coffee Break

11:15-13:00 Session 5: “Conventions and Legal Regulations Related to Marine Safety”

7. Papasimakopoulou P.: “Mandatory and Voluntary Measures Taken to Deter Attack of Somali Based Pirates in the High Risk Area and their Effectiveness”

13:00-14:00 Lunch Break

14:00-15:30 Session 6: “Economic and Operational Issues Related to Marine Safety”


2. Tzannatos E., Xirouchakis A.: “Sonar Technology as a Control Option for Oil-Spill Risk due to Ship Groundings”

3. Gergoulis G., Nikitkos N.: “The Importance of Reporting all the Occurred Near Misses on Board: The Seafarers’ Perception”


5. Geomelos N., Xideas E.: “Ex-Post and Ex-Ante Forecasts of Spot Prices in Bulk Shipping in a Period of Economic Crisis using Simultaneous Equation Models”


15:30-16:00 Closing Sessions
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